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Bits and Pieces

A ROUNDUP OF SHORT REVIEWS BY MARTIN COLLOMS

MeiCord CAT6
Ethernet Cable

S

MeiCord CAT6 Ethernet Cable

ound quality diﬀerences between CAT cables
have been reported for a few years now. We have
tried a few generic types of CAT5 and CAT6 UTP
(unshielded twisted pair), unshielded and shielded
(preferring the unshielded type), and we reported on
these in Vol 6 No1 (p22).
Mains Cables R Us distributes the German made
MeiCord CAT6 UTP, and we obtained our 10m
standard length for this review. MeiCord speaks of a
more uniform build, more stable conductor geometry
and higher performance vibration resisting connectors,
and the 10m cable costs about £200, which is ten
times that of Amazon-sourced Belkin CAT6 (our
current favourite). However, it does compare on price
with audiophile oﬀerings from Audioquest and other
premium cable brands, and would therefore probably
be chosen for a more upmarket server system. Of
course it might not be needed in this length, and
it was suggested that shorter interconnections (for
example, NAS-to-router) would also beneﬁt from such
an upmarket cable.
No one needed to strain their ears to hear what
beneﬁt this cable brought. It delivered unmistakable
improvements in clarity, image depth, all round
deﬁnition and dynamics, and there was no loss of
neutrality, in contrast to some designs.
Above all it showed ﬁne timing, holding the
listeners attention with its upbeat, nicely synchronised
rhythms. These qualities can be elusive in some server/
streamer systems and it was great to ﬁnd such a link in
this chain upon which one could rely.
MCRU
Tel: 07908 056978
www.mains-cables-r-us.co.uk
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hat with the Naim network system and a number of DACs, I
seem to have done an awful lot of ‘digital’ over the last couple
of months. It was therefore very nice to dig out some vinyl, and
realise that the old format still has plenty to oﬀer. It might not have the
freedom from background noise associated with digital sources, but it retains
that curiously natural quality that somehow gives a more relaxing listening
experience.
My own turntable has been through three major upgrade stages over the
past year. However, I should point out that what originally started out as an
old Sondek had already been through a number of previous modiﬁcations, and
was a far from standard item. Indeed, after using a Naim Aro tonearm and
Armageddon supply for some years, it had long been ﬁtted with a Rega P9 motor
(not without considerable diﬃculty), alongside its matching power supply and
a Rega RB1000 tonearm. Then, rather more than three years ago, I purchased a
Soundsmith Strain Gauge cartridge.
The ﬁrst of the most recent upgrades was an AudioFlat RubiKon (Vol6
No1). This fabricated metal subchassis/armboard is half the price of Linn’s
own machined-from-solid aluminium Keel, but more important for me
is that a version exists to match Rega RB-series tonearms. The RubiKon
replaces the standard steel subchassis and wooden armboard to give greater
mechanical integrity, and provided a clearly audible improvement, especially
through the midband.
The next stage replaced Linn’s (nearly) ﬂat steel top plate with a Tiger Paw
Khan (Vol6 No2), a machined alloy piece with raised and lowered concentric
and diagonal sections that add a ‘third dimension’, greatly improving stiﬀness,
and again sound quality by a signiﬁcant margin. Here the improvement
seemed more at the bottom end of the audio band, ﬁrming up the foundation
underpinning the music.
The ﬁnal step came when Peter Swain of Cymbiosis visited, bringing with
him a selection of Chris Harban’s beautiful hardwood LP12 plinths which
Cymbiosis imports. I met Harban at the Whittlebury show a couple of years
ago, but his company, Woodsong Audio, is located in the US heartland state
of Idaho. It specialises in making the most beautiful plinths, mainly for Linn
Sondeks, but also for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens TD124 idler-drive classics.
I picked a lovely Indian rosewood example, and Swain set to work
transferring all the bits from my standard ﬂuted teak plinth. Even with his
experience, this quite complex task took a couple of hours, much of which was
spent checking alignments very precisely. Naturally it therefore wasn’t possible
to do direct before’n’after comparisons, though he was quite complimentary
about my Linn’s state of set-up before the plinth change.
I in turn was quite blown away by the sound quality of my turntable after
the change. It’s hard to say how much this is down to the new plinth and
how much to the re-setting-up, but there was no denying the signiﬁcant sonic
upgrade, in the overall coherence, in dynamic range and especially in the
power of dynamic expression. Whereas the RubiKon improvements had mainly
improved the midband and the Tiger Paw Khan the bottom end, the Harban
plinth somehow pulled everything together, taking the mechanics of a rotating
turntable further out of the picture and emphasising the music instead.
Intriguingly, it also made cartridge downforce setting much more critical, as
one searched for the magic ‘sweet spot’ that brought everything together.
And even though I’ve long regarded my hi-ﬁ components as ‘work in
progress’ rather than ‘objets de vertu’, I do occasionally ﬁnd myself stroking
that lovely rosewood plinth…
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